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Editor’s Note
From the starting in warm classrooms in September to submitting the last of
your homework online, this school year has been everything- unexpected, upsetting, different. Still, despite the jarring catapult into the uncharted, we have
worked hard to tie together the works from our classmates, our friends. Included
are a few pieces about friends, memories, modern day issues, and more as we
hope that we can all connect to each other through the magazine.
Thank you to Ms. DiSavino and Mr. Sandomir for the tremendous help that
brought this year’s issue together, and all of the contributors who shared a little
bit of themselves with us.
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Clay

Corinne Cunningham

I am molded clay not yet baked but still able to be reshaped
I am not a brick in the wall built to prevent you from passing
Maybe I want to be the gate with the flowers growing nearby
Soft colors that tempt you to pick one and show your loved one
I am molded clay not yet baked but still able to be reshaped
I am not a brick in the wall built to prevent you from passing
I guess I’m a pebble a child finds in the grass
Overlooked by many but valuable to those who search for me
I am
I am not
I could be this
I was that
People see me as a tall tree only meant to provide shade when necessary
Others may see me as a chattering creature, making random noise
Maybe I am these things sometimes but that is not who I am
I want to be the gates with the flowers growing nearby
Soft colors that tempt you to pick one and show your loved ones

I was confused and I am still am but it doesn’t matter
I could be better but I am my best self now

Stacey Cho

I am now confident and I make plenty of mistakes

I say I am molded clay not yet baked but still able to be reshaped
I am not a brick in the wall built to prevent you from passing
7 Arcadia
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Hokkaido

Griffin Brennan

I break the crest of the hill
And there is the dream
The powder blue sky rests atop a wall of clouds,
As symmetrical trees point towards the heavens for miles
Below me the hills are everything but ordinary
Rows of bright blossoms paint the earth its own colors
Where very petal the exact different shade as the next
Makes the land its own personal canvas
Yet this treasure will soon be gone
Green becomes white as snow evenly coats the plot
Blue disappears into gray as the clouds grows dark
The once radiant flowers gone, hibernating for the winter

Eben Woo

Just a
Dream

Jackie O’Keefe

I dreamed that you walked up the stairs for Sunday dinner as usual,
Like nothing ever changed.
You filled a plate, sat down, and asked me to pass the butter.
Shock filled my bodyIs this real?
Are you staying? How long?
I dreamed that we watched one more Yankee game,
One more Family Feud episode
I dreamed that your smile was bigger,
Your laugh was louder,
And the moments lasted longer.
I dreamed that everything was back to how it used to be.
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Anna Zobrist

Dear Today,
I am tomorrow
The one you think you know
But you don’t, not really
So here I am
Just checking in to see how you’ve been
I’m alright
Things could be better
I have no time to talk
Maybe another time?
If I know you
You’re probably too busy
But you should change that
Because tomorrow
You’ll regret it
Don’t waste our sweet time
And don’t take me for granted
Like I’ll always be here
Because what if I’m not
We’ll both be sorry

Dear
Today
Jenna Sta. Cruz

Maybe I should slow down
And talk to the ones I love
And do the things I’ve always wanted to do
Even while reading this
The clock still ticks down
Every second passes
Remember like it’s your last

Mia Montes

What if you don’t see me
Ever again
Would you be happy with what you did
Or wish you did more?
I didn’t realize
That I take you for granted
They say you only live once
But maybe it’s twice —
Today and tomorrow

Arcadia 14

Enough

Lucy Rime

I

to call him, but Nathan numbly declined
the blinking alert. There was something he
had to do first. He searched for his mom’s
number, but froze when he saw that number
that he memorized so long ago, unsure of what
to say. How do you tell your mom that you’re
trapped at school? “I love you,” he typed—all
that all he could manage before there was
a shot right outside the door, sending his
classmates and teacher screaming before they
He froze in his seat. His teacher, who could help themselves. The lock was blasted
just moments before had been explaining off the door, the door swung open, and now
the importance of f prime graphs, hurtled one more student joined the classroom.
toward the door and locked it in an instant.
Her usually charming face, radiant smile Hooded, bulky, his face set like stone, he walked
and youthfulness were all stripped away and stiffly into the room as though he were simply
replaced by a wrinkled brow and shaking fists. a kid with an attitude coming late to class.
“Nobody is to leave this room,” she whispered, There was something very familiar about him,
so quietly it was as though she had simply and Nathan’s heart plummeted as he watched
breathed out the words.
the boy turn around. It was the quiet kid he had
invited to sit with him and his friends at
But nobody listened. Frantic students rushed lunch, just last week. Nathan remembered
towards the window, contemplating whether how the kid had smiled gratefully and joined
the 50 foot drop from the 3rd floor would be their table, though he didn’t say much during
better or worse than what was on the other side the period. What in the world was he doing?
of the door. One of Nathan’s own friends, Ryan And why?
from the basketball team, made his way
towards the window, and to Nathan’s horror,
Nathan waited a moment, and then he
he blindly hurled himself through the window stood up slowly. “You don’t have to do this, you
without a moment’s hesitation. His screams know,” he said, his voice surprisingly strong
rang out as he fell until he hit the ground with an despite the rapid beating of his heart. “You
agonizing crunch. Nathan couldn’t look away; really ought to go now, before things go
he was sure his bones were broken at least. too far.” The boy in the front of the room
Images flashed in his mind of all the times smiled softly. His eyes were swimming
the two of them had driven home from practice with tears, and Nathan found himself
together, laughing and joking and grabbing pitying the kid. It was obvious he was in
burgers afterwards. And now, Ryan was stuck over his head. For a moment the kid turned
down there. Would they ever play together towards the door and stared at it, as though
again?
contemplating what would happen if he were
to simply walk out now. And then he turned
Those who remained in the classroom were back to face Nathan, who was still standing,
quickly ushered into the corner. Nathan the color draining from his face.
watched as his teacher shut off the lights,
pulled down the shades, and grabbed her phone. It wasn’t enough. I couldn’t save him, Nathan
He could tell he wasn’t the only one who thought. He wondered if his name and the
anticipated this.
name of his school would be on the news, but
then came to the realization it wouldn’t matter.
Nathan slid out his phone, already flooded Because despite how many times this had
with messages from classmates, friends. His happened in schools, nothing changed. Not the
girfriend, Dana, was frantically attempting first time or the second time or the tenth time.
No. Nothing ever changed.
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Anna Zobrist

t was a moment Nathan had been expecting
since hearing about the Sunnyside School
shooting when he was in elementary school.
When the moment came, it was as though
a nightmare had burst into reality.
As Nathan doodled absentmindedly on the
corner of his rushed Pre-calc homework, he
heard it. BANG. There was one. Then two.
A scream echoed through the hallway.

All This
Miranda Price

I am the calm after the storm
I am the gentle tissue that wipes away your tears
I am the fuzzy blanket you snuggle up to after a long, hard day
I am that “Eureka!” moment
I am the infusion of passion
the recognition of purpose
the daring to do
I am the surprise party you never saw coming
I am the text message from an old friend
who’d been on your mind, too
I am the positive feedback on a project to which you gave your all
I am the best piece of news you’ve ever received
I am the meal in the hands of the mother trying to sustain her family
I am the new coat on the back of the homeless man
I am the holiday gift in the hands of the orphaned child
I am a sigh of relief
I am a breath of fresh air
I am a sliver of light
I am a glimmer of hope
I am there needed or not
expected or not
I am who I am
who I meant to be
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Eben Woo

Python

Samantha Hough

I slither my way into the deep forests of leaves
looking for my next meal.
My yellow scales are my happy spots
the times I treasure the most
my brown scales - the dark cage I am trapped in.
As you know, I shed my skin.
It’s exciting to get a new me each time I feel the need to snap away from the mind I’m trapped inside.
Everyday is a new possibility
of change —
for me to finally accept
who I am
who I am meant to be
because lately
everyone is just locked locked into the mindset that they need to change
their looks or personality
to fit in.
But all I need
is to await my new skin.

Mia Montes
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Remember
Bianca Biano

Comfort can wear two faces quiet and loud
One gesture
minimal effort
can sprout a ripple that small deed you did two days ago?
Remember?
Waiting on the endless line to get groceries
for a loved one facetiming that lonely friend
as the clock remained still?
Remember?
Pouring the brownie mix into a tin foil tray...
that was comfort.
Honking the car horn endlessly as it translated to
a greeting
a celebration
a congratulatory song…
that too
is comfort.
Those small acts filled the silence
erased uncertainty
that flooded our minds.
And all we can do
is bring comfort.
This is what
we will remember.

Hannah Kim
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The Fight
Michael Poulos

L

urking.

Watching.

unbearable.

The

Making
being

life But if you ever see him in the light, you

haunts will jump at the sight of him. His figure

me, never leaving me at peace. is appalling. His face distorted. His hair

The great pain he causes never leaves is dark black, helping him blend into
a second to enjoy the wonders of the darkness. Two long twisted horns arch
world. Never allows me to communicate down from his deformed face. From his
with my other fellow beings the way pale red skin, you can see a fine steam.
I intend to. I want to say something. His skin boils. He is always in pain,
Become known to the people around me. physically and emotionally. The smell
When I am about to, he clenches my throat of burning flesh permeates any room,
shut, and I choke on silence.

which can tell you he is near. Such
a creature must be straight from the very

He puts my hood on, dresses me in black. depths of hell. Just the mere sight of
Blending into the shadows. Making me him makes your skin crawl. He could be
invisible to my own kind. He makes anywhere, but he is always with me.
me aware of everything around me.
He manipulates me and whispers into my His power seems endless. He gains power
ear, “Outcast.” When I see other people from the people he controls. Preying on our
laughing or talking, the creature makes weaknesses, ruling our lives. He treats me
me believe that they are gossiping about as his slave. I am the puppet he controls.
me. Laughing at me. When others
are whispering, he tells me they are How do I fight back? How does one
whispering about me. He riddles my life conquer the creature that ultimately
with questions and always makes me rules over them? How can I finally break
think.

free and be my own person? It seems
almost impossible. Courage. Strength. Will

The only one that can see him is me. Why? power. The slave must rise up against his
Why am I the one? He blends into the master and fight. Fight for a life free from his
shadows easily. Sometimes all you can see authority and judgement.
is just his eyes. His devilish red eyes can
pierce the soul.

Mia Montes
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Knowledge
and
Ignorance
Luke Regan
Knowledge is power
Ignorance is bliss.
You hide under covers
But monsters are still there.
You dive in water
But you need to breathe.
You crowd out negative thoughts
But they ground you to real life.
You stop where you’re standing
But the world keeps spinning.
You should face reality
Because to cower is to err.
You need the facts
Because they are truth.
You will call your shots
Because no one else will.
You read official statements
Because that keeps everyone safe.
You pick up the broken pieces of this world —
everyone’s responsibility.
25 Arcadia

Eben Woo
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the

Here’s
Thing
Victoria Reiter

Here’s the thing.
I love you.
No, not that way. The otherway.
The way I love my friends, the true friends,
the ones I’m sure about.
And because of that I want to take you back.
So much.
But I can’t do that.
Not again.
I can’t keep letting myself get walked all
over.
You don’t understand how hard this is for
me.
I want to forgive you.
I desperately want to.
It hurts.
But what choice do I have?
I’d honestly prefer if you weren’t sorry.
At least maybe it’d be easier to cut you off.

Hannah Kim

It hurts me, burns me.
I want to cry.
Please tell me you didn’t lie.
Please.
I just want my friend back.
But my head is fighting with my heart.
And in this case, I know my head will win.
Maybe because it has a small part of my
heart on its side.
Arcadia 28

The Q
Mohhamed Ali

For most, quarantine is a lonely time.
Hardly making money, not even a dime.
People of color punished
without a true crime.
For most, it became a time to use our voice.
To fight for everyone’s equality and choice
People of all kinds together, fighting to rejoice.
The harming of others was a difficult matter
From gun shots to people swinging; like a baseball batter.
Seeing people harm each just made quarantine truly sadder.
Love each other because we are one.
A family together. Fathers and sons.
As a generation, we are not done.
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Jerrard Degala

Before
andAfter
Abby Poleway

Before you feel
the unfathomable weight
of emptiness
you must fill your heart
with irreplaceable memories
and friendships.

understanding
and patience.

You must remember
to hold those you love tight
before you aren’t able to
anymore.

Before you feel yearning for others,
first you must embrace family.
Laugh until your stomach aches
smile until cheeks are numb
cry until there are no tears.
You must learn of your own ability
to touch another human being
and simply enjoy presence.

You must replay the late nights
early mornings
in your head
until they cannot be forgotten.

Before you can truly feel overwhelmed and
trapped,
you must experience everything
the world has to offer.

Before you see the importance of humanity
you must see the panic-driven selfishness
in people’s hearts —
the mindless urge to do nothing
for anyone but themselves.
You must witness the way they trample
the needs of the less fortunate
just to get more
and more and more
of what they have already hoarded.

You must imagine
the experience
of missed milestones
that you have been working towards
your whole life,
discover what it means
to truly grow up
to treasure
independence.

You must first be upset
then grateful
you were raised better.
You must search for kindness

Stacey Cho
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My
34

Monster

Grace Chen

Like the blooming of flowers after a long winter,

down at my test and reexamined my every

my monster crept up on me before I could see him.

decision. My eyes ran across the page several

Without realization, my monster began to hang

times, and suddenly, I was the only person left

over my head. His presence became incessant.

in the classroom. I couldn’t decide — Was it really
Osiris? In my gut I knew I was right, but my

When I was just a child in middle school, my

monster made me believe otherwise.

monster made his first appearance. He sported
a shield of beautiful colors that were just begging

Responsibility: it goes hand in hand with growing

to be touched. I asked myself: What’s the harm?

up. Everyone seems to think that I am capable

He looks like a friend. With open arms, I welcomed

of making my own decisions, and perhaps I am,

him into my life. I was completely unaware of how

but how can I be sure of myself? Every time

this would change everything.

I think that I know what is best for me, he patiently
waits for me, knowing I will eventually summon
a

him. Everywhere I look, he is there, haunting me.

multiple-choice exam in Mrs. Caggiano’s 6th grade

He looks like a friend, but I know better. He

Social Studies class. I had made my way to the

holds a tight grasp over me, controlling my every

final question. Who is the God of the Dead and

decision. I tremble at his inviting voice when he

Resurrection? I know! It’s Osiris! I scribbled his

bombards me with questions I cannot answer.

name, ready to hand in my test.

“Are you sure?” he whispers. “Is this the right

It

began

when

I

was

presented

with

decision?” His questions echo endlessly through
I looked up, and there he was. My monster

my mind. I try to hide from him and the sharp

waited for me in the back of my mind, his

blades that lie within his gold plated heart, but his

skeptical expression drawing me in. I looked back

hold seems relentless.
As time passed, I learned how to shut him out.
He is always there, lurking, but sometimes,
I can look him in the eye and ignore him. I’ve come
to realize that my monster is both a friend and
an enemy. He has good intentions; he wants what

Stacey Cho

is best for me. There is no reason to be afraid.
If I trust both myself and my monster, we can
conquer anything.
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Clarity
Jared Cohen

Before you know freedom
you must know sacrifice.
The world is stopped,
But time has not falling, accelerating, increasing:
tick
tick
tick.
The ringing of silence in my ears
won’t let me forget.
Forget?
But how can I remember
what never happened?
Before you know freedom
you must know seclusion.
My family is here
my companions are not waiting, halting, passing the time,
inhale, exhale, inhale.
The loneliness
won’t let me remember
Remember?
But how can I have pictures
of what never happened?
Before you know freedom
You must know boredom.
I am safe
But somehow lost.
Working
sleeping
waiting
blink 		blink 		blink.
The information overload won’t let me think.
Think?
How can I think
with a mind
so clear?

Hannah Kim
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The Kaleidoscope
of Desire
Alyssa Roldan
The Kaleidoscope of Desire, both a gift and a
curse to humanity.
Looking inside, one can see his greatest desires.
Those who seek this artifact must use it with
caution—
it is often confused with a fortune-telling device.
One man found it with deadly ease
and peered inside.
Jewels, gold, money, treasures of every sort:
virtually everything
one could possibly want.
This man, like many unfortunate souls, saw the
vision
as prophecy—proceeded to spend
the rest of his life searching for the riches inside.
He left the life he had spent so many years
forming
behind. His wife, his children, his job.
None of it mattered anymore. Only the treasure.
Only the treasure.
The gift, the curse, this object is.
The Kaleidoscope of Desire
ultimately
blinds him with greed
curses him with loneliness.
This man dies alone, surrounded by nothingness—except that one thing—
the treasure,
the treasure.

Reflections
Eben Woo
Her curls, once bouncy and brown,
now faded into soft wisps of cotton.
She’s not my mirror—
yet her touch feels youthful,
her gaze full of warmth,
smile sweet and buttery.
With every gem she has
both trinket and treasure:
pearls and perfumes,
glossy clips and gold brooches,
delicate silvers
and shiny ornaments.
She passes all on to me—
making me
her mirror.

Flashes
Shannon Murray
Flashes of memory
The past
Jumbled and confused
Bright color blocks the view
The illusion of what could be
Not everything is meant to be solved

Mia Montes

Some things must be left behind
To sneak up on you
The best times
The worst times
Woven together
Through the lens of time.
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Subconscious
Jack Butler

There is a monster who preys on me, who loiters in my mind, patiently simmering with spite
and anticipation. But oddly, when I am aware of his presence, he cannot hurt me; I am in control.
It is when I forget he is there that I am in danger.
How does this happen?
First, I experience some drastic change of emotion — anger, contempt. This may be sudden or the
pinnacle of a long submerged anger.
Second, my feelings magnify and multiply - enveloping me and shrouding my senses from logic and
awareness. My conscience is drunk on the wine of anger; right bleeds into wrong.
Third, my monster wakes and takes over. I become a slave to my monster. Nothing can halt
my inevitable reign of terror. My only hope is for some outside interference — a friend — to build some
fence around me. If no one intervenes, my monster advances.
Fourth, my monster targets some individual on whom I can concentrate my rage; someone who
has frustrated me in the past. It might have been just an inconsiderate comment. It could
be a conglomeration of malicious acts that summons my monster. Whatever the magnitude of the crime,
my monster pledges to exact revenge.
Fifth, my reign of terror begins. My monster uses cruelty and foul words to cut down my enemy.
It slices and minces his image in an attempt to cut the enemy down to size. He shouldn’t be allowed
to walk the Earth with his head held high after the atrocities he is guilty of. And, why do his friends
remain kin with such a beast? They must be informed of the evil so my monster spreads the word,
expecting this rumor to spread like an infectious plague.
Sixth, my monster is surprised when this backfires.
Friends start to turn their backs on me. They cannot believe what I’ve done. I, someone they had trusted,
have wreaked emotional havoc on someone they love dearly. They have seen my true colors, and they
are anything but pretty.
Seventh, logic regains control over emotion. I am disgusted by what I have done. My conscience sobers
up, and the line between right and wrong again becomes distinct. As my monster slithers back into
my subconsciousness, he smirks his grotesque smile and hisses at me: “until next time.” And awareness,
his enemy, whispers, “Choose me.”
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Hannah Kim

Pandemic
Mia Montes

It’s hard to be around her
We all know what she’s done
Where she’s been
Who she’s been with
Her dirty laundry is aired daily
With constant updates
Gossiped from text to text
She’s all anyone talks about anymore
“When will she leave?”
“How should we treat her?”
“How will we be when she’s gone?”
We’ve never dealt with her before
And we don’t know when she’ll leave
For now, we’ll just have to live with her
She’s sneaky yet bold
When she walks in the room
She isn’t noticed right away
But slowly her presence materializes
One head turns, then they tell three people, and
Those three tell three more until
Everyone in the room knows
Being in her company is uncomfortable
To say the the least
She picks on the weak
Just because she can
Pandemic is quite the mean girl
But mean girls don’t last forever
They drop out of college, get old, fade away
Because eventually people stand up to them
Brave souls they are
Heros with flimsy shields of cotton and plastic
To ward off her toxicity
They take her on
So the rest of us don’t have to

Hannah Kim
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Hello
Elijah Williams

Hello.
The word that welcomes
Greets
And accepts you
Hello? Hello?
The word that questions
Checks up
Worries about you
Hellllllooooo everybody!
The word that excites
Attracts
Smiles at you
Hola, bonjour, gutentag!
The word is worldly
cultured
		

The word is everywhere

It is a word that says
I see you

Stacey Cho
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Lost

Cassie McManus

Left or right?
		
Feeling stretched tugged
Buzzing
		In

circles

		Needing direction
Guide me
Help me
Through this storm
Tears slide
		
Off my face
Where am I?
Everyone around me rushing
Tell me
Which way to go
Anxiety spins me
		
Stronger than ever
Overwhelmed
Not knowing
Which way is right

Stacey Cho

Which way is wrong
			Wind,
				Guide me
					Like a feather

45

Anna Zobrist
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Etilliun
Think about the number

Emily Piñeiro

			etilliun
We have hit rock bottom
		

etilliuns of times

Everyday there are new cases etilliun
The number of times victims heard, “Everything will be fine...”
etilliun
An etilliun people dying because no one took a stand
The number of times a country could not rebuild
Who says we can’t change the world?
Etilliuns do.
The number of survivors who suffered, but are still here
to share their stories
etilliun
The quantity of people they inspire everyday
etilliun
And what about you?
You are so much more
than a number

The number of times you got back up
		fought harder
				Etilliun
				Etilliun
				Etilium
You are what
		

this world needs

		now
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Hannah Kim

Jerrard Degala

Thank
						You!

